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Starting point

“Gesture Interfaces: Minor Change in Effort, 
Major Impact on Appeal”.
(Liu | Thomas, 2017)

User perceive gestures more convenient 
when they are easier to perform.
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Can bigger gestures be perceived 
more enjoyable than smaller ones 
depending on the context?

Are there differences between different gestures?

Research question
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Why is this relevant?

Good and fun interfaces, which are easy to use!

   Interaction using gestures quite current  
   (games, driving, medicine, …)
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Approach

Comparison of three common gestures, 
(each gesture can be performed big and small), 
according to paper 
“Gesture Interfaces: Minor Change in Effort, Major Impact on Appeal”

Tap | Swipe | Circle

Devices: Leap Motion (hands) | Kinect (body)
Screen sizes: laptop (small) | projection (big)
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Gesture pairs: big and small

Tap
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Gesture pairs: big and small

Swipe
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Gesture pairs: big and small

Circle
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Games | leap motion

Tap Swipe Circle
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Games | kinect

Tap CircleSwipe
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Live presentation of our prototypes

Enjoy!
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Testing

Kinect
big screen: projection

Leap Motion
small screen: laptop 
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Testing

Kinect
big screen: projection

Leap Motion
small screen: laptop 

1. Tap

2. Swipe

3. Circle

1. Tap

2. Swipe

3. Circle

questionnaire

questionnaire

questionnaire
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Our testing group

8 participants:
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Questionnaire (after each gesture pair)

1. Which gesture was less effortful?
2. Which gesture fitted the game better?
3. Which game was more fun to play?
4. Which system did recognize you better?

Decide between:
Leap Motion | undecided | Kinect
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Efficiency

Game: 
1 minute 

Score:
Count of successful gestures
Count of balls, that were not reached

score depends on individual gaming style |  
“minus points” more relevant: show success
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Results

Small gestures 
are less effortful.

True.

Not significant.

Hypothesis:
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Results

Big gestures fit 
the game better.

Tap | Swipe: true 
and significant.

Circle: not true.

Hypothesis:
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Results

Big gestures are 
more fun.

Tap | Swipe: true 
and significant.

Circle: not true.

Hypothesis:
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Results

Kinect:
recognized tap 
and swipe better.

Leap Motion:
recognized circle 
better.
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Can bigger gestures be perceived 
more enjoyable than smaller ones 
depending on the context?

 

Conclusion

Yes. There are cases, where people  
prefer the more effortful gestures 
(bigger screen + game).
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Are there differences between different gestures?

Conclusion

Yes. The circle gesture seems to be more  
convenient as a small gesture. 
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But: 

System reliability influences people in  
how perceiving a gesture.
Prototypes recognized gestures differently.

Conclusion

tendency visible
further research needs to be done
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Two completely equally working prototypes

More test persons: significance

Only two answer possibilities to ensure  
significant results?

Improvement
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Thank you 
for your attention!
Any questions?


